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House Rising Pictures
&
Siascope
in association with the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)

present

The Tribe
A Film by Charlie Vundla
Starring

TERRY PHETO
as Laura
and introducing
CHARLIE VUNDLA
as Smanga
LOUIS ROUX
as Jon
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Synopsis
A young professor consumed by alcoholism is saved from self-destruction by a former
school mate and begins a journey to save his house, his marriage and his life.
Smanga is a celebrated young professor at a prominent South African university, whose
life quickly unravels when his wife, Laura, leaves him. He spirals into an alcohol, marijuana
and sex induced tailspin that places the status of both his career and house in jeopardy.
Smanga’s path of self-destruction is interrupted when he meets an old school mate, Jon,
who is a failed motivational speaker. Taking pity on him, Smanga invites Jon back to his
place and a friendship quickly develops. Through their emotionally honest
communication Smanga begins the process of healing himself. Having arrested his mental
and physical decline, Jon convinces Smanga that he must get on with his life: priority
number one being saving his house, for which he has received a “final notice” on his bond
repayments.

Jon sees an opportunity to boost his friend’s income by dealing the marijuana that
Smanga grows in his backyard.
But then Smanga’s wife abruptly returns after being battered by another man. Laura
moves back into the house and the three misfits begin a unique living experiment.
However, things become complicated by an unexpected pregnancy.
As the tensions in the house rise, a newly clean Smanga faces a complex decision that will
define the lives of his tribe.

The Tribe has screened at several international film festivals:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Official selection at Toronto International Film Festival
Chicago International Film Festival
Africa International Film Festival (Best Actor prize: Charlie Vundla)
Pan African Film Festival Los Angeles
Atlanta Film Festival
New York African Film Festival
Sydney Film Festival
Raindance Film Festival
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Director’s Note
In the modern world, where every middle class child is told from day one that they’re
special, can do anything and have everything, what happens when that child grows up
and realises the painful truth that his parents lied? I wanted to dig below the surface to
find the failures inherent in middle-class entitlement.
The Tribe is a realistic, character-driven story that examines what it is to be human
through the universal struggle to survive when things don’t go our way, accepting
imperfections in ourselves and those around us. There’s also a focus on the dichotomy in
relationships – the conflict between the need for autonomy versus dependence.
This is a film with a voracious appetite for unfiltered truth: even when it’s uncomfortable
and offensive. The Tribe is without frills and shines a light on this trio of misfits. I have
attempted to tell their story as honestly as I can without obvious or heavy-handed
manipulation.
I did not want the audience to be aware of any conspicuous filmmaking techniques.
Instead, I want them to forget about the camera, and every other technical aspect. By
stripping away these superfluous elements I wanted to allow the audience to be
immersed in the story through the actors’ performances; I also wanted to give the actors
the greatest possible chance to showcase their craft without the manipulation of music,
camera movements, or visual effects.
My aim is for the film to feel like a harrowing real-life experience unfolding before our
eyes, something true and compelling captured by the camera. The performances will feel
natural and lived in, with no ‘actorly’ frills, or showy business.
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The emotional feeling of the cinematography has been modelled on the work of American
photographer Nan Goldin, who is known for her intensely personal, spontaneous,
sexual, and transgressive photographs of her family, friends, and lovers. I want those who
watch the film to feel like I have given them permission to watch the private visual diary
of this tribe of misfits.
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Cast
SMANGA – Charlie Vundla
The Tribe is director Charlie Vundla’s acting debut in a feature film. Having written the
script, he felt he had a unique insight into the character of Smanga character and he
took the bold move to portray him on screen.
Smanga has always been an academic prodigy, earning his PhD before he turned 30.
He's also a nerd at heart, but his ferocious intelligence masks a deep sadness stemming
from an unhappy childhood. This sadness was concealed when Laura entered his life as
she is his one true love. But after she leaves him for another man, Smanga slips into his
worst self and succumbs to his addictions.
He’s left in the terrible position of having been suspended from his position as a
university professor because of his alcoholism and, as a result, he can't afford his bond
repayments. He has given up all hope and is attempting to drink himself into oblivion.
LAURA – Terry Pheto
In 2005, Terry Pheto made her onscreen debut in the movie Tsotsi, which went on to
win the Academy Award for Best Foreign Film. Since then, she has started a successful
TV and film career, appearing in Zone 14, Rockville, Jacob’s Cross, Hopeville, Catch a
Fire, goodbye Bafana, Stick Fighter and Mandela: Long walk to Freedom. She has now
started a production company called Leading Lady Productions
Laura is a beautiful but troubled woman. Very insecure, she has often relied on her
looks to get through life. This has created a deep sense of self-loathing and complex selfworth issues, because she is actually quite smart but no one gives her any credit.
Smanga was the first person to really see her intelligent side, and this is why she was
attracted to him. However, her depression eventually returned and in combination with
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the fact Smanga discovered he is infertile, she dealt with the situation the only way she
knew how, by building up her self-esteem through other men desiring her. She
eventually left Smanga and is living with another man.
JON – Louis Roux
Louis Roux is a SAMA award-winning professional musician, composer and producer.
Currently, Louis is the bassist in the lauded band Shadowclub, who have performed with
the likes of international chart-toppers, Kings of Leon, Bloc Party and Wolf Mother
among many others. The Tribe marks Louis’ acting debut.
A golden boy with the gift of the gab, Jon has always been able to talk his way out of
anything. A life coach by profession, he uses his looks and charm to wheedle himself
into people’s lives and before they know it he uses them for everything they've got.
Having burned all his bridges, he is now living out of his car, but a chance encounter
with Smanga offers a light at the end of the tunnel.
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Crew
CHARLIE VUNDLA – DIRECTOR, WRITER, PRODUCER, ACTOR
Charlie Vundla was born in New York City and grew up in Johannesburg, before returning
to the United States to earn a BA in journalism at George Washington University in
Washington DC. Charlie then enrolled in the graduate film production programme at the
University of Southern California (USC). Charlie left USC to found a low-budget production
company where he wrote, produced, edited and directed movies that went straight to
video and television.
He then focused on his first feature film, How to Steal 2 Million, which went on to
commercial and critical success. In 2014, Charlie founded his production company, House
Rising Pictures. The Tribe is his second directorial effort.
JEREMY NATHAN – PRODUCER
Jeremy Nathan has been involved in the South African film and television industry for
nearly 25 years. He has produced numerous features, television dramas, documentaries
and short films. He has lectured in many local institutions and written widely about the
industry.
MOROBA NKAWE – PRODUCER
Moroba Nkawe obtained a BCom Economics degree from the University of Cape Town
and has since established herself as a producer at Dv8 Films where she was involved in
films such as Shirley Adams and Izulu Lami. She has also co-produced the films State of
Violence and Mandela’s Gun.
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NICOLAAS HOFMEYR– DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Nic Hofmeyr’s work includes the gritty South African gangster/action film, Jerusalema, for
which he won Best Cinematography at FESPACO in 2009 and the dark and stylised How
to Steal Two Million, a crime genre film released in 2011. In 2012 he photographed drama
series Room 9, an occult cop show on SABC television.
Nic’s periodic work as a Director/DOP includes the acclaimed mid-90s documentary
series, Ordinary People, the feature documentary Main Reef Road, broadcast by National
Geographic among others, 2001’s A Miner’s Tale, part of the ground breaking Steps for
the Future project and 2005’s Taking Back the Waves, a surf film that has screened at
many festivals around the world.
GITA CERVEIRA – SOUND RECORDIST
Gita Cerveira has had an extensive, international career in film and television. The
Angolan-born sound mixer has worked on projects in France, Portugal, his native Angola
and South Africa. His work includes sound mixing on South African feature films such as
Layla Fourie, Sleepers Wake and How to Steal Two Million. Cerveira was a sound mixer on
popular television series Soul City IV and acclaimed science-fiction drama Room 9.

JIM PETRAK – SOUND MIXER
Jim is South Africa’s most prolific and experienced ADR recording engineer and 5.1
surround sound mixer, specialising in Dolby digital for film. He has mixed many full-length
features, short features, documentary features, television features and mini-series. He’s
worked on many local and international projects with directors such as Bronwen Hughes
on Stander, Darrel Roodt on Lullaby and Yesterday, Terry George on Hotel Rwanda, Philip
Noyce on Catch a Fire, Tom Hooper on Red Dust, Leon Schuster on Mama Jack and Gavin
Hood on the Oscar-winning film, Tsotsi, among many others.
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GARRETH FRADGELY – EDITOR
Garreth trained as a writer/director and special effects artist, graduating from AFDA Film
School in 2000. He was visual effects supervisor for the feature film Soldiers of the Rock,
and co-directed and animated the Izinga Zam music video for TKZ, winning an AVANTI
award for Best Broadcast Animation. Garreth freelances as a 2D, 3D and stop motion
animator. He is a freelance director and editor and has directed and edited numerous
music videos, corporate films and TV commercials. In 2008, he won Best Experimental
Film at the Cape Town Horror Film Festival.

TEBOGO TSOKODUBANE– ART DIRECTOR
Tebogo Tsokodubane has had various roles in the art department, including props
standby for Mandela’s gun, art department standby for drama series Donkerland, Art
Director on Mzanzi Magic’s Legends documentary film and Art Director for Ethiopian
Airlines TV commercial. He casts his net far and wide by working on films, television, music
videos and commercials.
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Credits
The Tribe
produced, written & directed by
CHARLIE VUNDLA
produced by
MOROBA NKAWE & JEREMY NATHAN
Director of Photography
NICOLAAS HOFMEYR
Art Director
TEBOGO TSOKODUBANE
1st Assistant Director
THABANI GIGABA
Production Manager
NEO BALOYI
Location Sound Mixer
GITA CERVEIRA
Editor
GARRETH FRADGLEY
Sound Editor
JIM PETRAK
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A Film by Charlie Vundla
Starring

TERRY PHETO as Laura
and introducing
CHARLIE VUNDLA as Smanga
LOUIS ROUX as Jon
Cast
Smanga CHARLIE VUNDLA
Jon LOUIS ROUX
Laura TERRY PHETO
The Other Man CARLO RADEBE
Escort DIDI MAKOBANE
Housekeeper THAMI BALEKA
CREW
Production Manager NEO BALOYI
Production Coordinators BEAUTIE RUDO-MASVAURE ALT
MAMOETI NOSI
QHAYIYA DANA
Production Intern NOMBONGO NGCANGA
Production Accountant

SYDNEY MASINA

1st Assistant Director THABANI GIGABA
Set PA NEO RAMOSA
Script Supervisor ZIYANDA MATOLONGWE
Focus Puller DRIKUS VAN DER MERWE
2 Assistant Camera MANDISA MOFFAT
Stills Photographer THEMBA MTEE VILAKAZI
nd

Gaffer PETER LEDWABA
Best Boy Lighting LESIBA WRIGHT MAKONA
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Key Grip BRIAN SANDAWANA
Location Sound Mixer GITA CERVEIRA
Boom Swinger CLIVE MAKHANYA
Art Director TEBOGO TSOKODUBANE
Art Department Standby NAZO MALOYI
Art Department Assistant KAMOGELO MOLOI
Costume Designer MABEL MOFOKENG
Wardrobe Supervisor MNCEDISI MBOMBO
Wardrobe Assistant LOVE GEORGE NYANGULU
Make-up & Hair Artist SILINDILE DLADLA
Make-up & Hair Assistant LUNGILE MAKHANYA
Location & Unit Manager NHLANHLA ANDRIES SHONGWE
SFX Supervisor GERHARD VAN DER HEEVER
Armourer PETE SMITH
Stunt Coordinator ETIENNE CHANGUION
Editor GARRETH FRADGLEY
Assistant Editor LUNGISA ZONKE
Supervising Sound Editor JIM PETRAK
Sound Effects Editors ALISON STEVENS
NICOLAS STEVENS
JAMES OLIVER
RIENER VAN NIEKERK
Sound Effects Assistant ALEXANDER SAACKS
Dialogue Editor ANDREA RUSCH
ADR Engineer JIM PETRAK
ANDREA RUSCH
Foley Engineer ALISON STEVENS
Foley Artist CHRIS PIGGINS
Foley Assistants LOREN SMITH
JAMES YOUNGER
Re-recording Mixer JIM PETRAK
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Audio Post Production Studios SOUND SURFERS AUDIO POST PRODUCTION
Post Production Supervisor WARWICK ALLAN
Colourist MICHELE WILSON
Transcoding MIRIAM ARNDT
WARWICK ALLAN
SELLO KHAOLI
Compositor SARAH KWAN
Online Editor WARWICK ALLAN
Post Production Producer SHERON ENSLIN
Post Production Facility MUSHROOM MEDIA
Production Drivers PIKA MLANGENI
HLONELA “NELAH” NGQWEBO
Office Cleaner JENETH SEKHOSANA
JULIA SAPUOANE
Catering ALL-IN-ONE
DELIA BENEVENTO
Security MAJA SECURITY
Camera & Lighting MEDIA FILM SERVICE
Lenses NICOLAAS HOFMEYR
Insurance HANLIE CARSTENS
CGM INSURANCE
Completion Bond PAUL RALEIGH
HOLLARD FILM GUARANTORS
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MUSIC

“Clap Hands”

“Into the Night”

“The Kitchen”

Written by James Acheson

Written by James Acheson

Written by James Acheson

Composed and performed by
Naming James

Composed and performed by

Composed and performed by

Naming James

Naming James

Filmed on location in:
Melville, Johannesburg, Gauteng
Special Thanks to:
Kelly Jones
Karen & Mfundi Vundla
Gray & Maria Hofmeyr
Alex & Victoria McNamara
Lee Visagie
Gabriel Temudzani
Catherine Jones
Deidre During
Mick Audsley
Lazola Gola
Fannie E Johnson

Produced in association with
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
Gauteng Film Commission (GFC)
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This is a fictional programme based on an original screenplay. Names, characters, places
and incidents are fictional or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to events, persons,
products or institutions, either real or fictitious, is entirely coincidental.

All rights reserved
© 2015 Mestomate (Pty) Ltd
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